We encourage you to join CIBSE at one of our entry grades of Student, Graduate or Affiliate if you are planning to join as a Member in the future.

*Exemplifying qualifications for IEng MCIBSE

- An accredited Bachelors or honours degree in engineering or technology.
- An accredited HNC (8 level H units) or HND in engineering or technology (for programmes started before Sept 1999)
- A HNC (8 level H units) or HND started after 1999 (but before Sept 2010 in the case of the HNC) or a foundation degree in engineering or technology, plus appropriate further learning to degree level.
- An NVQ4 or SVQ4 which has been approved for the purpose by a licenced professional engineering institution, plus appropriate further learning to a degree level.
- European qualifications recognised under FEANI.
- International agreement (Sydney Accord) overseas qualifications.
- Individually assessed qualifications in similar areas.

To find out if your qualifications meet the academic standard contact membership@cibse.org
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